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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Based on its experience with a claim before the Specific Claims Tribunal the Big Grassy First 

Nation (Mishkosiimiiniiziibing) identifies 10 issues that have arisen in its claim and makes 

recommendations based on them.  It also makes one major over-all recommendation. 

 

1.  The Tribunal should not be restricted to what Canada agreed to negotiate in the specific claim 

process. 

 

2.  The Tribunal should not be restricted regarding damages to those claimed in the original 

specific claim. 

 

3.  Canada should not be defending on the basis that First Nations in the “wards of the state” era 

should have sued private third parties. 

 

4.  The Tribunal should not be a forum for Canada to in effect advance third party claims against 

absent provinces. 

 

5.  Canada should not be attempting to fix a general onus of proof burden on First Nations before 

the Tribunal. 

 

6.  The Tribunal should not be led to presume that a “no costs” regime is appropriate because 

funding is available to First Nations. 

 

7.  Improvements are needed to the funding process for First Nations with claims before the 

Tribunal. 

 

8.  The no compensation for “loss of a cultural or spiritual nature” provision in s. 20(1)(e) of the 

Act should be addressed. 

 

9.  Canada’s insistence that everything from the previous negotiations is privileged should be 

modified as much as possible so it does not create waste and delay before the Tribunal. 

 

10.  Generally, Canada should not “wage lawfare” against First Nations in the Tribunal.  The 

presumed rationales for doing so in court do not apply.   

 

ONE MAJOR RECOMMENDATION: 

 

Now that we have an independent Tribunal, there must also be an independent entity to 

represent the Crown. 
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The Big Grassy First Nation 

 

The Mishkosiimiiniiziibing (Big Grassy River) First Nation is a traditional Anishinaabe 

community based at the south east shore of Lake of the Woods, Ontario. 

 

Big Grassy was and to a considerable extent still is a fishing hunting and resource harvesting 

community.  We are small in population, and far from rich, so getting involved with the Specific 

Claims Tribunal was a big step. 

 

Our main reserve and residential area is located on the Big Grassy River, a wide slow-moving 

stream that produces wild rice, fish, and good trapping and hunting, at least it did before 

Highway 621 was built. 

           

Big Grassy’s two previous claims 

 

The general failure of the Specific Claims process is well established, but the process did manage 

to settle a few claims.  Over the years two of Big Grassy’s claims were settled, but at great 

human expense. 

 

In the first claim, the settlement was possible only because white land owners’ titles were in 

question and this woke up the Crown bureaucracies. 

 

In the second claim, the settlement was possible only because the Crown needed to rebuild a 

dilapidated dangerous bridge on the provincial highway, so once again with a white interest at 

stake, the bureaucrats negotiated.  This settlement included that the First Nation owns the bed of 

the Big Grassy River, an important precedent.  

 

But these two claims took decades to settle.  Furthermore, they drained not just the patience but 

even the health of some of the community leaders.  The processes were so frustrating insulting 

and drawn out that Big Grassy’s representatives were often exhausted and even driven to anger. 

 

The Big Grassy Highway 621 claim 

 

Our third specific claim, for compensation for Highway 621, is now before the Specific Claims 

Tribunal.  It went to the Tribunal after Canada made a take it or leave it low-ball offer.   

 

The amount offered was a small fraction of the present value of the pension plan of the lone 

bureaucrat who delivered it, according to our number crunchers. 

 

In this claim, no white interests are threatened, so there seemed to be no motivation within the 

bureaucracy to get a settlement, and therefore Canada just made a dismissive offer to close its 

file. 
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Maybe they thought we would take a pittance, because we are a small community with few 

financial resources.  But we refused the offer and decided to go to the Tribunal, to “give the new 

option a try”. 

 

To the Specific Claims Tribunal     

 

The claim is based on the fact that in the 1930's a provincial road that later became Highway 621 

was pushed through our main reserve.  The road split the reserve in half, and ran right through 

the village site. Today Highway 621 is a fairly busy two lane highway. 

 

There were two land expropriations, one in 1933, and the other in 1941 for a re-alignment.  We 

were paid nothing for the first expropriation.  For the second we were paid $224.70. 

  

This presentation outlines matters that have arisen up to now in the Tribunal process, that are 

relevant to the questions being examined by the expert panel. 

 

 10 Issues to date before the Tribunal 
 

Issue #1, whether the Tribunal is restricted to what Canada previously agreed to negotiate. 

 

At first Canada took the position that because it only agreed to negotiate with respect to the 1933 

taking, not the 1941 taking, the Tribunal could only deal with the 1933 taking even though both 

were included in the Declaration of Claim as filed.   

 

Canada wanted to rely on its without prejudice letter “validating” the claim but only regarding 

the 1933 taking. 

 

But it simultaneously insists that information from the negotiation process could not be used 

before the Tribunal. 

 

“The Crown takes the position that all communications exchanged in the specific claims 

process from the time that the First Nation provided its specific claim to the Minister, are 

subject to settlement privilege.” 

 

Canada is no longer asserting in our case that the Tribunal can not deal with the part of the claim 

that was not accepted for negotiation.   

 

This approach should apply generally, as a requirement binding the Crown.  In other words, 

where Canada only “validated” part of a claim, the whole original claim should be able to go 

forward at the Tribunal if the First Nation so chooses, provided that it all arises out of the same 

set of facts.  The Tribunal should not be restricted to the part that Canada originally agreed to 

negotiate.  This will put the decision making power regarding validity where it belongs.  Firstly 

the First Nation can decide whether it wants to drop the part that was rejected, but if it doesn’t 

and wants to take the risk of proceeding to the Tribunal it can do so, and the Tribunal will 

decide.  
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Issue #2, whether the Tribunal is restricted regarding damages to those originally claimed 

 

Canada accepted liability for that part of the claim that it originally validated.  For this part it 

raised only compensation questions.  But it took the position that we should be restricted  to the 

types of damages that were specified in the original claim as submitted into the specific claims 

process years ago.  This would be unfair because, as is well known, when claims go to specific 

claims the information submitted deals with liability much more than with the amount and type 

of damages.   

 

Also, this again conflicted with Canada’s own assertion that communications from the claims 

process could not be used before the Tribunal. 

 

This issue also seems now to have been withdrawn in our case.  But the principle should be 

adopted generally, as a requirement binding the Crown, that the Tribunal is not restricted in 

terms of damages to only those that were specifically asserted in the original claim.  Otherwise 

First Nations at the claims development and presentation stage will have to pour scarce resources 

into developing evidence and theories of damages long before liability has been accepted. 

 

Issue #3, damages caused by private parties 

 

Canada wants to deny liability for the First Nation’s losses caused by private parties (such as 

people who constructed buildings along the highway and paid no rent) where the First Nation 

could at least theoretically have sued these people directly.  These losses occurred during the era 

when Indian Bands could not hire lawyers, the Indian Agent was all-powerful, Indians were 

treated by the law as “wards of the state, no Big Grassy people were educated, and courts were at 

least a day’s travel away.”  This is still a live issue in our claim.  

 

Canada should be nudged or shamed into adopting a policy of not advancing such unworthy 

arguments except in the rare cases where they might make sense, to not waste Tribunal and First 

Nation time and resources, and to preserve at least a bit of the Crown’s integrity.   

 

Issue # 4, liability of a province 

 

Canada wanted the Province of Ontario brought into the Tribunal process in our claim because it 

got the benefit of the highway so should pay part of the cost.  But the Tribunal has no jurisdiction 

over Ontario unless Ontario agrees, which it is not likely to do.  This leaves the First Nation 

vulnerable to a decision of the Tribunal that Ontario is partly liable even though it will not be 

actually obligated to pay anything. 

 

This can force a First Nation to assert, before the Tribunal, that a Province is not liable, whether 

it actually believes so or not.  Before the Tribunal Canada can in effect conduct the plaintiff side 

of what in court would be a third part claim, without the third party being present to defend, 

leaving the First Nation to assume the burden of that defence, merely to protect itself. 
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This is all just a waste.  The Crown is the Crown, and ultimately the only practical question is 

which Crown government will write a cheque.   

 

A solution to this issue would be to expressly clothe the Tribunal with power to determine 

whether Canada’s position regarding the province would if pled in court be a third party claim.  

If so, the Tribunal could disregard it, leaving Canada to advance it in some other forum.  All that 

the First Nation would have to do is establish that Canada was at least partly liable. 

 

Issue # 5, burden of proof  

 

To date, the biggest issue that Canada has raised is an application to the Tribunal asking for an 

order: 

 

“... directing that the Claimant bears the burden of proof to establish that it 

suffered the losses alleged in its Claim, that those losses were caused in whole or 

in part by the Crown and the amount of the loss associated with each item in 

respect of which it claims compensation.”  

 

Given Canada’s duties to First Nations when it takes land, and given that Canada holds most of 

the documentary evidence, we opposed the application.  In an Order dated July 24, 2012, Justice 

Smith agreed with us and dismissed Canada’s application.   

 

Justice Smith’s Order states as follows: 

 

 4. The Specific Claims Tribunal Act is silent with respect to the burden of proof. 

 

 5. The legal burden of proof normally arises after the evidence has been completed 

and after a party has first satisfied an evidentiary burden in relation to that fact 

or issue.  To make a ruling at this stage of this proceeding is premature.  An order 

would also have the appearance of setting a precedent for other claims which is 

unwarranted. 

 

This is an important procedural decision.  Claimants can enter the Tribunal process on a more 

level playing field, and are not subject to finger wagging warnings from Canada that all of the 

onus is on them.  This is particularly important given funding cutbacks that make it harder to get 

valuation evidence, cutbacks at libraries and archives that hold much of the historical evidence, 

and the Crown’s ability to redact material and information from these records.  

 

Issue # 6  Costs    

 

Because the issue of burden of proof is so fundamental to adversarial adjudication, the above 

application required a major effort by the First Nation.   Voluminous written submissions 

affidavits and other materials were filed, lengthy factums were exchanged, and oral argument 

was presented in a hearing. 
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After the decision was released, on July 24, 2012, the First Nation naturally applied to the 

Tribunal for its costs, as the successful party.  Canada resisted vehemently.  Again, lengthy and 

complex submissions were required, going to the root of not just the Tribunal’s authority 

respecting costs but also the role of costs in the process.   

 

In a decision released November 29, 2012 Justice Smith wrote: 

 

Save and except for cases of improper conduct or abuse of process, the Specific Claims 

Tribunal will adopt a no costs regime in relation to applications brought in the course of 

proceedings before it.  

 

Issue # 7  Funding 

 

It may be that Justice Smith thought that First Nations’ access to funding made a “no costs” 

regime appropriate for applications to the Tribunal.  But if so this presumes the funding to be 

adequate, and reasonably administered.  This has not been the case for Big Grassy.  

 

Big Grassy lost an entire year of funding for the 2013 - 2014 fiscal year.  During the first part of 

that year the file was mostly dormant.  Little was happening, awaiting Canada’s production of 

documents, so it was impossible to prepare a budget.  The documents were not received until the 

end of November.  Receipt of these documents then required intensive work in the period 

January to March.  An application for funding was made in February, but refused as too late.  

Thus the First Nation has had to divert funds from very important uses in a poor community to 

defend against the “lawfare” being waged against it in the Tribunal process. 

 

Issue # 8  Compensation 

 

We face a built in problem: Big Grassy is in a remote location.  Over 95% of the land in 

Northwestern Ontario is Crown land.  Historically, most of the land that passed into private 

ownership  was given away, usually to white men who made mining claims or said they would 

homestead, so there never was much in the way of a private market and land had almost no 

dollar value. 

 

But pushing a highway through a formerly isolated and self-sustaining traditional First Nation is 

a wrenching blow to the community and everyone in it that can last for generations.  Why should 

compensation be based on private market land values off reserve when these are not just 

minuscule but also meaningless?  Big Grassy’s loss was not of an opportunity to sell a strip of 

land through its reserve.  Big Grassy’s loss was that it was permanently transformed.  The 

Supreme Court of Canada recognized this issue in the Osoyoos case (2001):  

 

“[46]...an aboriginal interest in land is not just a fungible commodity.  The aboriginal 

interest in land will generally have an important cultural component that reflects the 

relationship between an aboriginal community and the land and the inherent and unique 

value in the land itself which is enjoyed by the community.”    
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But the Specific Claims Tribunal Act directs at s. 20 (1) (e) that compensation can not be 

awarded for: 

 

“... any harm or loss that is not pecuniary in nature, including loss of a cultural or 

spiritual nature.” 

 

Issue # 9, material from the negotiations 

 

Despite that many claims before the Tribunal were previously in lengthy and complex 

negotiations during which large volumes of documentary material was exchanged, Canada seems 

to want to pretend that each claim appears out of nowhere on a blank screen, with no history.  

The existence of documentary evidence previously used in the negotiation process, even though 

collected and assembled at great expense, is ignored.  Instead of historical advisors for the parties 

meeting and collaborating, based on the material already collected, the First Nation and the 

Crown evidence assemblers operate in two solitudes.  Canada appears to have a policy requiring 

that its contract researchers not communicate with anyone on the First Nation side. 

 

Canada wants to exclude evidence from the previous negotiations that might be prejudicial to its 

positions before the Tribunal, and the Tribunal is not an appeals tribunal, but there does not seem 

to be any reason why the historical collections used in the previous negotiations should not form 

the initial core of the evidence for the Tribunal.  

 

Issue # 10  “waging lawfare” 

 

Well-financed defendants (including the Crown) slow the progress of claims in civil courts by 

raising endless interlocutory matters and motions.  Lawyers familiar with the plodding expensive 

process of civil litigation will find little difference before the Tribunal, if Big Grassy’s 

experience is typical.  Now three and one half years into the process there are at least three more 

procedural issues that the Crown says may have to go to the Tribunal by way of formal 

applications.  Even if these matters can be cleared there are more process issues to resolve before 

a hearing can even be scheduled. 

 

Most of the opportunities for litigation by attrition are available in the Tribunal process.  These 

include such mainstays as particulars, document production and proof, privilege, responsiveness 

to discovery, expert reports and qualifications, and bifurcation.  Obviously the tribunal judge can 

try to supervise these as they emerge, but First Nation claims are notoriously complex so  

formula complaints like “we don’t know what is the case we have to meet”, that would ordinarily 

carry no weight are easy for the Crown to deploy. 

  

Why does Canada “wage lawfare” against First Nations in the Tribunal just as it does in court?  

What exactly are they so fearful of?  Decisions of the Tribunal are not binding on courts nor are 

they appealable.    

 

The Tribunal’s Act and Rules try to reduce the opportunities for such tactics.   
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The preamble of the Act refers to adjudication “in a just and timely manner.”  

 

Section 26(2) refers to “the importance of achieving an expeditious resolution.”   

 

Rule 2 refers to “the just timely and cost effective resolution of specific claims while taking the 

cultural diversity and the distinctive character of specific claims into account.”   

 

Rule 49(2) refers to “the just, timely and cost-effective determination of an issue in relation to 

the specific claim.”  

     

 

A Major Recommendation 
 

In all of Big Grassy’s experience with the specific claims process there has never been any 

explanation for why Canada can’t just come respectfully to our community and say: “we are 

sorry your land was taken by the Crown without compensation.  We are prepared to make it 

right.  We will send senior fully authorized representatives to meet with you and make a fair 

settlement.” 

 

Instead they come and say: “We can’t delay any longer in getting this festering sore treated 

because it might hurt us.  Therefore if you follow our orders exactly and put up with a 

disgraceful process we might be able to give you compensation for at least part of your loss.” 

 

In the real world complex disputes are usually settled. Large companies, and governments for 

that matter, simply send in the right people, with direction to get a settlement.  Only a tiny 

minority drag out through painfully complex negotiation of every little thing.  Almost none reach 

formal adjudication.  

 

What is it about First Nation claims that make Canada treat each one as if it is a vicious slander 

against past officialdom that has to be subjected to an ordeal imposed by present officialdom?  

The only answer is institutional racism within the corporate DNA of the federal departments 

(Aboriginal Affairs and Justice) that have been steering Canada’s Indian policies “since time 

immemorial”. 

 

Our major recommendation then, which we would ask you to carry to the AFN and to the 

government of Canada is this: 

 

Now that we have an independent Tribunal, there must also be an independent entity to 

represent the Crown.  This would be a special purpose office staffed by specialists and 

technicians not beholden to either side operating under terms of reference developed by the AFN 

and Canada, tasked to represent the Crown’s interest in cases before the Tribunal.   

 

Thank you for your attention to our submission. 

 

Chief Carl Tuesday 
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